
             Pebble Water Heater Instructions 

Heater is set to provide water at the right temperature for the Pebble Water.  No 

need to mix hot and cold. 

Put Pebble water backpack under outlet pipe, open ball valve and fill backpack. 

Open the lid slightly to allow air in while filling or outlet flow will be reduced. 

Do not refill pot until you are done pebbling.  There is extra water if you run out 

while pebbling. 

If the heater has been filled to capacity (½” from top of pot), there is enough 

water capacity for one full backpack and a reserve to fill it ¾ full again before 

water level drops below the outlet fitting. 

If the red indicator light is on, the heating element is on.  Water has not reached 

temperature.  The temperature differential of the thermostat is only 3 degrees.  

Therefore the unit will cycle the heating element on and off often to maintain the 

water temperature. 

A full fill of water will take about one hour to reach the set temperature. 

A fill after taking one backpack of water will only take about 30 minutes to reach 

temperature. 

At the present time, the heater is running off the timer that was used for the old 

coffee pot.  Therefore the on/off switch should be left on and it should be left 

plugged in. 

The unit is designed so that the water outlet is above the level of the heating 

element.  By doing this, the heating element will always be immersed in water 

protecting it from being damaged from being on when not in water.  The heating 

element, temperature thermostat and temp gauge are all located below the level 

of the outlet fitting. 

There is a hole in the lid for another thermometer to be put into the water when 

the unit is full.     
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